Cookie files - Tatra Super Ski Website
The website, in accordance with Article 173 of the Telecommunications Law Act, uses cookie files constituting
IT data, in particular text files, which are stored in the user's DTE. These files usually contain the website name,
where they originate from, the time of their storage on the DTE and a unique number. They are used to:
¬ facilitate the user using the website while browsing;
¬ associate the user later, in the case of a reconnection of the website with the device on which they were
saved;
¬ create statistics that help to understand how website visitors use websites, which allows improving the
websites' structure and content;
¬ adjust the website content to specific preferences of the user and optimize the websites use, customised to
the individual user needs.
The website uses the following types of cookies: "session" files that are stored in the DTE until logging out,
leaving the website or closing an Internet browser; "permanent" cookies - stored in the DTE for the time
specified in the parameters of cookies or until the user deletes them; "performance" cookies - that enable
gathering information about the manner of using the website; "necessary" cookies - enabling the use of
services offered through the website; "functionality" cookies - enabling user to save selected settings and
personalise the user's interface; "own" cookies - posted by the website; "external" cookies - coming from
another, external website(s).
The scope of information collected automatically depends on the user's web browser settings. It is therefore
recommended that the user checks his browser's settings to find out which information is provided by his
browser automatically or to change these settings. For this purpose the user may read the information of the
"Help" section in the web browser he uses.
The website administrator also explains that it is possible to change the conditions of storing or receiving
cookies by changing the configuration settings in web browsers, eg:
¬ in the Internet Explorer browser
¬ in the Microsoft Edge browser
¬ in the Mozilla Firefox browser
¬ in the Chrome browser
¬ in the Opera browser
¬ in the Safari browser
The web browser, usually by default, allows the storage of cookies in the user's terminal equipment. Website
users may therefore change these settings. The web browser also allows removal of cookies as well as the use
of the possibility to block cookies automatically. Detailed information about cookies is included in the settings
or documentation of the web browser used by the user. However, it should be noticed that disabling the
cookies which are necessary for authentication processes, for security or for keeping the user's preferences, if
such occur on the website, may make using it difficult, and in extreme cases even impossible (or may affect the
website functionality).
Also, it shall be explained that information about some of the users' behaviors are subject to logging in the
server layer. This data is used only to administer the website and to provide the most efficient hosting services.
The browsed resources are identified by URL addresses. In addition, the following may be saved: public IP
address of the computer from which the query came (it may be directly from the user's computer); name of the
client's station - identification carried out by the http protocol, if possible; username provided in the
authorisation process, the time of arrival of the query, the first line of the http request, the http response code,
the number of bytes sent by the server, the URL of the page previously visited by the user (referrer link) - if
redirection to the administrator's page was via a link, information about the user's browser, information about
errors that occurred during the HTTP transaction. The above data is used only for server administration
purposes.
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The website may contain external links enabling its users to access other websites directly (or by not logging in
to the website) or, while using the website, there may be additional cookies placed on your device coming from
other entities, in particular from providers such as: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google+, in order to enable
the user to take advantage of the website's functionality integrated with these websites. Each of these
providers also sets down the rules of using cookies in the own privacy policy, thus the administrator informs
that he doesn't control the privacy policy of these providers, as well as their usage of cookies. For safety
reasons it is thus recommended that before using the functionality/resources offered by other websites or
services, each user shall read the regulations regarding the privacy policy and the use of cookies policy by these
entities, provided they have been made available, and in case of their lack he shall contact the administrator of
these websites ans services in order to get information in this regard. The rules for the processing of personal
data of the site have been specified in the Privacy Policy of the website in the domain www.tatrysuperski.pl.
Privacy Policy of the website in the domain www.tatrysuperski.pl
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